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Instructions for Contributors

Contributors to Bamboo Journal are required to hold membership in Japan Bamboo Society, or1

requested by the society.

The papers should be written on the research and study results, which contribute to the2

development for bamboo study, bamboo industries and bamboo culture in broad meaning.

All papers should be the original reports, which has not been submitted or reported elsewhere3

other than an abstract.

The manuscripts for Bamboo Journal should be followed by the directions for writing4

manuscripts, while the sort of manuscripts is limited to three classifications as Review, Articles

and Research reports, but the sort should be decided by the Editorial Committee of Bamboo

Journal.

All papers submitted should be checked by the specialists designated by the5

Editorial Committee and whether the paper submitted is suitable or not suitable for
Bamboo Journal should be decided.

Japan Bamboo Society presents total 30 reprints for one manuscript, but additional reprints6

ought to be ¥100 per one reprint and additionally ¥25,000 required for one page of color print.

The printed out manuscript on A4 size papers and the document files used by English7

software like MS Word and MS Excel mainly should be basically sent by mail addressed to:

Bamboo Journal Editorial Committee

Japan Bamboo Society

c/o Kyoto International Exhibition Hall

9-1, Seishoji-cho, Okazaki, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606-8343 Japan

and the contributors are possible to submit the manuscript by the attached files of e-mail

addressed to;

j-bamboo@mbox.kyoto-inet.or.jp

Direction for writing manuscripts8

Manuscripts should be arranged as follows:①
(1) Title of paper, Author's: full name, and institution

(2) Abstract (English and Japanese)

(3) Keywords within five words

(4) Text (Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results and discussion, in general)

(5) References (Literature cited).

and on the others it follows with the style of recent issues of Bamboo Journal.



In case of foreign members, title of paper and abstract in English should be translated into

Japanese by Editorial Committee.

Manuscripts should be typewritten by 40 lines in 25mm margins of all sides within A4 sized②
paper.

Size of manuscript should not exceed in 10 pages of printed pages.③
Tables, figures and photographs are not included into the text as a rule and those④

inserted locations at the right margin at the same page.should be indicated
In the text, references should be cited by author and year for example as "McArthur 1993".⑤

The list of References should be written by alphabetical order of authors. If there is more than

one work by the same author or team of authors in the same year, a, b, etc. is added to the year

both in the text and in the list of references.

Examples:

McArthur WM (1993) History of landscape development. In: Hobbs RJ, Saunders DA (ed.)

Reintegrating fragmented landscapes, Springer, Berlin Heidelberg New York: pp 10-22

Begon M, Harper JL, Townsend CR (1996) Ecology: individuals, populations and communities,

3rd edn. Blackwell, Oxford.

Editorial Committee, Japan Bamboo Society⑥ The inquiry for writing manuscript is to
<j-bamboo@mbox.kyoto-inet.or.jp>


